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DEAR COLLEAGUES:
The Pierce Diversity Committee is pleased to share
our Fall edition on the theme of community, a
commitment recently highlighted in the
convocation speech of our new President, Dr.
Buckley. (And welcome to our Pierce community,
Dr. Buckley. We look forward to working with
you).
With this theme of community in mind, we have
included a Pierce College diversity statement for
our syllabi, a class activity to build a sense of
commonality, and an article on the power of
interpersonal communication. We are also honored
to highlight the service of other colleagues that
inspire us. Thank you all for your commitment to
our campus and to our students.
As part of our One Book-One Campus project, we
are planning a Social Justice Day on October 12th
in the Great Hall from 9:00-12:00. Lisa Valdez, our
community librarian and team leader for this
event, will be sending out more information as the
date nears.
As always, we welcome your insights, articles, or
examples of equity in action; please send input to
Maria Bates (batesmt@piercecollege.edu) or the
PDC (pdc@piercecollege.edu).
With warm regard,
THE

PDC

TEAM
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PPIERCE COLLEGE DIVERSITY / EQUITY STATMENT
Last semester, the PDC worked on creating a Pierce College diversity / equity statement. Our
objective was to let our students know that they are welcomed and respected.
Thank you to all of the PDC members who continuously edited our statement; we especially
thank Dr. Mylo Egipciaco for refining the statement to include groups that are often
overlooked.
Please feel free to modify the statement to fit your needs. We hope you will consider including
this pledge, or a pledge to equity, in your future syllabi.

In this class, everyone matters. Everyone deserves to work and
learn in a supportive environment, and all individuals are to be
treated with dignity and civility. Specifically, we will embrace our
individual differences as an integral resource for our learning
experience and transformation. We will value our community and
our classmates for their intersectionality which includes but is not
limited to our sexual orientation, gender identity and expression,
sex characteristics (SOGIESC), ethnicity and socio-economic class.

Your success is important to me, so please let me know if you have
a learning disability that requires accommodations, a health or
economic challenge that may affect your classroom experience, or a
preferred gender pronoun. In addition, please let me know if you
have a schedule conflict due to your religious holiday, other
concerns that impede your ability to be effective in our course, or
input about how to create a welcoming, inclusive and equitable
environment for you or for other students.
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While a syllabus statement can set the tone, our class activities help
realize this spirit of inclusion into action. Sally Kassamanian, a PDC
member and Professor of Communication, recommends the following
exercise.

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this exercise is to
help students become more aware of the many
types of diversity that exist and to find students
who share the same experiences. For this
exercise, students form a line across the
classroom. Students are asked to step forward
and then back into the line based on questions
asked by the instructor. Start with questions that
are non-threatening to get students comfortable
with the exercise. Students can choose to “pass”
if they want. Vary the questions to suit your
group of students.
ACTIVITY: Walk across the line if your favorite color is blue. Look into the eyes of
those you brought with you. Look at those you left behind. Allow yourself to feel
whatever you are feeling. Walk back across the line.
Here are some additional questions:
Walk across the line if you have ever experienced a bad hair day.
Walk across the line if you are undecided about your major.
Walk across the line if your parents are divorced.
Walk across the line if you or someone you care about is in a gang.
Walk across the line if you or someone you care about lives in poverty.
Walk across the line if you or someone you care about has been homeless.
Walk across the line if you have been told or think you are fat.
Walk across the line if someone you care about has been abused physically,
psychologically or sexually.
Walk across the line if you or someone you care about is dependent on alcohol or drugs.
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk

across
across
across
across

the
the
the
the

line
line
line
line

if
if
if
if

you
you
you
you

know someone who is gay, lesbian or bisexual.
know someone who is HIV positive or has AIDS.
have been put down by someone else and it hurt you.
put someone down and you knew it hurt them.

At the conclusion of this exercise, ask students what they learned from it. The usual
comment is that students are not aware that so many share the same experiences.
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To preface the difficult conversations that might emerge to undermine a sense of
community, or as a way to build a base for civil communication in any context, Professor
Sally Kassamanian has recommended the following article.

Interpersonal Communication Virtuoso

DR. RYAN MONTAGUE

Dr. Ryan R. Montague is a professional “people watcher” and lifelong
student of human development. Ryan believes that we, as a collective,
need to approach conversation as if it has the potential to change the
trajectory of either our life or the life of the person with whom we are
communicating. Dr. Montague is an associate professor of communication
studies at Azusa Pacific University and the author of two books:
Communication Virtuosos and Divine Opportunity.
“In going about our daily activities, we normally deal with people and with
things and sometimes with “people as things.” In other words, with people
whom we do not have a purposefully respectful relationship, conversation
takes form of merely making things happen” (Stein, 2003, p. 130)
Buber (1965) described this form of communication as technical dialogue, which is provoked
only by one’s need for understanding, extracting information, or accomplishing one’s task at
hand. Technical dialogue is a very impersonal way to communicate, yet sadly enough, is the
most often type of dialogue used (Stein, 2003). As life seems to get increasingly busier and
we rush through our daily interactions with others, we… [treat] people as things, or even
machines, that we expect to process our transactions or tasks as quickly as possible—all the
while catering to our needs, time constraints, and priorities. All too often we forget about
others, their needs, the possibility for fruitful interactions, and the potential to resurrect a
well needed philanthropic mentality. It seems as if too many people are unaware of the
social worlds they are creating and the highly contagious negative energy they are passing
to others in the midst of their exchanges…
It is time that we heed communication scholar/consultant Barnett Pearce’s (2007) advice
and collectively raise our level of awareness as we communicate with each other. Whether it
is a simple interaction at the grocery store or it is making a decision to go to war, we should
be asking ourselves the following questions daily:
•
•

What are we making together?
How are we making it?
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What are we becoming as we make this?
How can we make better social worlds? (Pearce, 2007).

If we approached our day-to-day interactions with these questions in mind, we may find that
we need to reevaluate the way we treat the employee working the drive-thru at McDonalds,
the homeless person you pass by without acknowledging or confirming their existence, or
the friend you cut short in conversation because Dancing with the Stars was back from its
commercial break…
DEVELOPING A GRAND PASSION FOR PEOPLE
What would be a more noble cause than setting out to reestablish skillful conversation and
genuine dialogue in all aspects of life (daily errands, business meetings, political debates,
hospital visits, parent-teacher conferences)? Skillful conversation suggests that participants
modify their utterances according to the
emerging situation (Barge & Little, 2008). In
genuine dialogue each participant enters into
the conversation and engages in joint action
with the intent of establishing a living mutual
relationship (Buber, 1965). As scholars, we
should strive to teach others that even
seemingly minute actions in ordinary,
everyday, spontaneous life are very important
with regard to the social worlds they are
creating (Pearce, 2007). The general public
needs to become more aware of the fact that
Students, with a grand passion for people, join
they are integral agents of social worlds and
forces during a B.R.A.V.E training on June 17, 2017.
are responsible for the creation and
Photograph:
maintenance of open, perceptive, and
https://www.facebook.com/PierceCollegeASO/
responsive communication (Shotter, 2000).
Far too many people overlook the impact they can and do have, even in the most transient
of conversations. As scholars, we need to take up the responsibility for training ourselves
and others so that we can properly manage the tension between awareness of self,
awareness of others, and awareness of developing relational patterns (Stein, 2003).
The Afterlife of a Conversation
The lack of awareness and inability to handle the tensions of self, other, and relational
patterns is something that even prevents scholars from effectively teaching, training, and
correcting imbalances. However, it is something that is certainly worth our time and
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attention. Consider the impact this could have on a community in which each person viewed
every conversation they had as having
an “afterlife” in the reminiscences of
As more and more people begin to recognize that those involved and in the experiences of
they can actively change the dynamic of any those directly and indirectly affected by
interaction for the better simply by treating the
it (Carpenter, 2006). As a result, people
communication process as one that has promise,
may realize the impact they have on
potential, and an afterlife, they will then be able to
access entire new social worlds that will benefit others and be motivated to break out of
themselves, others, and quite possibly, entire the normal patterns of interaction and
respond in more productive ways as
communities.
opposed to simply reproducing negative
patterns (Pearce & Littlejohn, 1997).
Consultant Susan Scott (2004) bases her training techniques on the realization that “our
very lives succeed or fail gradually, then suddenly, one conversation at a time” (p. 1). Scott
goes on to state, “while no single conversation is guaranteed to change the trajectory of a
business, a career, a marriage, or a life, any single conversation can” (p. 1). This kind of
realization and communicative mentality might just change one’s community and will
certainly change one’s relational experiences and the afterlives of their conversations.
Pearce (2007) contributes to this by suggesting that we must be mindful of the kind of
energy that we bring into each interaction. In general, appreciative energy is far more
rewarding than disparaging energy (p. 18). Pearce suggests that when individuals increase
their awareness of their roles and their participation in creating social worlds, they will
ultimately reach a point of accepting responsibility for their outcomes. Furthermore, people
will begin to notice their opportunities for acting in novel ways that will lead to more positive
results for themselves and those they are interacting with (Pearce, 2007). As more and
more people begin to recognize that they can actively change the dynamic of any interaction
for the better simply by treating the communication process as one that has promise,
potential, and an afterlife, they will then be able to access entire new social worlds that will
benefit themselves, others, and quite possibly, entire communities. This novel approach to
interaction will spur “dialogic moments,” where participants engage in conversations that are
reflective of “inventive surprise” as each mutually opens up toward the other (Cissna &
Anderson, 1998, p. 74). This hyper-awareness and acceptance of the other allows for
“dialogic rhythm,” in which a special kind of progression takes place as the conversation
heads in unexpected yet positive directions (Kristiansen & Bloch-Poulsen, 2000).
As scholars, we need to make a strong push for members in our local communities to start
treating each other as people as opposed to people-things. This will allow for novel acts of
active listening, inquiry, and reflection at the individual, group, and community level (Ellinor
& Gerard, 1998). The result will be artful communication that is crafted through awareness,
perception, responsiveness, and genuine dialogue (Pearce & Pearce, 2000). If this can take
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place during people’s day-to-day interactions and develop into a habit or a style of
communication people perpetually use then we will have set the foundation for making
better social worlds.
The Paradox of Habit vs. Mindfulness
In the pursuit of researching and discussing this communication perspective, an important
issue has been raised. Some say that while greater appreciation of the dialogic and critical
moments in more significant personal, political, and business relationships is a very noble
cause, greater appreciation of the dialogic in mundane, ritualistic, quotidian interactions is
simply not efficient or productive. Also noted
was the idea that in these types of daily “let-itIt is my contention that when we repeatedly pass” kinds of encounters, the mindset of “do
use technical dialogue, treating others as no harm” may be the more efficient way to
things rather than as people, from the approach them. It is my contention that when
unconscious mindset of “do no harm” we we repeatedly use technical dialogue, treating
are often leaving a trail of unanticipated
others as things rather than as people, from the
consequences.
unconscious mindset of “do no harm” we are
often leaving a trail of unanticipated
consequences. It is the misconception of “do
no harm” that may be the problem. There are times when our lack of civility in conversation
has effects and implications that we do not stick around for. Thus, leaving an afterlife that
gets redirected at others. “Communication is substantial and its properties have
consequences” whether we are around to witness its afterlife or not (Pearce & Pearce, 2003,
p. 40). That is why we must “view the community as a system comprised of a complex
tapestry of interconnected conversations” (Public Dialogue Consortium, 2010, para. 4).

PCD & ASO event,
Building Community: “I
See You” (2014)

If we were to generate a list of these “let-it-pass” kinds of
encounters, we may think of the times when we were interacting
with the checker at the grocery store, the postal worker at the
post office, or the barista at Starbucks. To us, these may be
mundane isolated interactions embedded in the gaps of our
greater more significant social worlds. To the employees,
however, these are the most frequent and repetitive interactions
they will partake in throughout the course of their day. If they
are constantly being treated as “things” five days a week, year
after year, what kind of afterlife does that have in regards to
their interaction with family members and friends when they
return home? Consequently, what kind of afterlife does that
negative family/friend relationship have, and so on and so
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forth? Is it not true, that the “communication sludge” we pour into our portion
of the river affects everyone else’s drinking water as well? (Pearce, 2007, p.
202). That is why scholars need to push a more sophisticated form of
consciousness that motivates us to strive for an emotionally nourishing way of
life rather than settling for “doing no harm.” Even if half of the people in a
particular community acted in emotionally nourishing ways a majority of the
time—by interacting with people in ways that leave them in a positive state of
mind—it may develop an essence of social harmony that could spawn many
stimulating afterlives (Stewart, 2002).
Civility in Conversation
Aristotle was quoted as saying, “We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then,
is not an act but a habit.” I will take the liberty of modifying this quote to say:
We are what we repeatedly communicate. Civility in conversation, then, is not an
act but a habit. Civility is defined most simply by an act of courtesy or politeness.
Each time we communicate civility we invite others to do the same, and over time
this creates a courtesy-oriented way of living that benefits the overall
relationship, family, workspace, or even community. In fact, it has been shown
that there is a direct link between the kinds of communication that occur and the
kinds of skills that people develop (Siegel, 1999). We can imagine a spiral in
which more and more people are invited into better forms of communication and
learn the skills needed for this kind of communication, so they create those forms
of communication and invite others into them… and so it goes until [dialogic]
communication breaks out. (Pearce, 2007, p. 166)
Furthermore, our character is constructed in the process of communication and
once constructed, we are parts of those processes (Peace, 2007). That is why we
must continuously ask ourselves:
•
•
•
•

Who are we becoming?
What kind of social worlds are we creating?
Is our constant participation in technical dialogue shaping us into
selves that we do not like?
Are we acting as oblivious communicators, and if so, what kind of
afterlives does that create?

Our social worlds, as well as society, will benefit greatly if we can develop a state
of mindfulness as a communication habit. Although mindfulness and habit may
seem paradoxical to some, it is that quintessential communication perspective
that will transform us, our interactions, our relationships, and our communities,
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and stimulate the further evolution of society in an upward direction (Pearce,
2007). If we are able to develop this kind of communication temperament in
which we learn to “appreciate the present and imagine the future,” (Hammond,
1998, pp. 13-14) we will begin to realize that even our mundane interactions
can have a multitude of effects and should be valued and respected. Once we
can acknowledge the implications of our ritualistic quotidian communication we
will begin to “look at the present in a new light… [and begin] to see new
possibilities and implications—and hence make better decisions” (Hammond,
1998, pp. 13-14). In turn, this higher level of consciousness and more
sophisticated form of communication will set the foundation for transformative
learning and worldly upward development. As Pearce (2005) stated, “It is time
now to take conversations seriously” (p. 6) and develop the ability o make wise
decisions amidst our everyday interactions.
• Regional Fatigue
The main limitation that keeps many of us from implementing this mindfulsophisticated form of communication in every interaction is the state of fatigue
(Delia, 2006). Whether it is physical, mental, or spiritual fatigue it can have an
immense muting effect upon our use of genuine
dialogue and limit our employment of civility in
Perhaps we can make a virtuous
conversation. However, that is why it becomes
communication mindset a habitual
all the more crucial for as many people as
one in which we strive to be
emotionally nourishing to others, and
possible to take on and regularly implement this
when fatigue gets the better of us,
communication perspective. This way when one
then we can defer to the mindset of
of us is overwhelmed and fatigue wins out over
“do no harm.”
civility, someone else can step up and act in
emotionally nourishing ways. After all, it has
been found that laughter can resurrect people from disparaging attitudes and
lead them on a path of re-implementation of appreciative energy (CasadoKehoe, Vanderbleek, & Thanasiu, 2007; Hass & Stafford, 2005; Norrick & Spitz,
2008). Therefore, if we truly want to transform our lives, communities, and
even our nations then we must strive for consistent social harmony even in the
most mundane of interactions. It is in these moments when we develop the
communication habits that will set the foundation for more complex and critical
communication endeavors. Again I will state, we are what we repeatedly
communicate. Civility in conversation, then, is not an act but a habit. Perhaps
we can make a virtuous communication mindset a habitual one in which we
strive to be emotionally nourishing to others, and when fatigue gets the better
of us, then we can defer to the mindset of “do no harm.”
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Community in Motion: Conversation

Café

Conversation Café is the brainchild of Dr. Lori Travis, a PDC member and Professor of
Communications at Pierce College and Cal Lutheran. With the help of colleague Jamie Ray,
CAS, and Equity Funding, Dr. Travis established a weekly workshop where ESL students
could meet to practice their English fluency.
Please let your students know about this opportunity.
Communication Café, a CAS workshop for ESL
students to practice English fluency, meets
for two hours from 12 pm to 2pm on
Fridays in the Spring and Fall terms. Student
discussion leaders are hired to guide the
discussion process based on ESL curriculum,
which focuses on cultural topics, personal,
academic, and interview skills.
Left to right:
George Yeremyan, Sarah Naqvi, Mehdi Miri, Barin
Asat, Dr. Lori Travis, Habiba Naqvi, Ryan Krupa, Pedram
Miyabinejad

Communication Café is located in the
cafeteria in a designated area for students,
catered by Pacific Dining. We have recently
collaborated with the one book campus event
by offering digital stories about student
immigration to the US, art depictions of
student journeys to the US for the art gallery
event and presentations of those stories for
International Day on campus.
Communication Café is led by Dr. Lori Travis,

Photo of participants at the One Book One Campus
Digital Storytelling event from left to right: Ebrahim
Farahbakhsh, Fatima Farahbakhsh, Mahhshid
Malekzadeh, Farshid Behrooz, Kamal Hateli

Communication Studies Instructor and
Diversity Committee member.

Communication Café Student Testimonials
for Spring 2018
(short answer survey answers)

Before attending Communication Café, I refused to attend Communication
classes because I was shy to present my ideas in a class setting, but now I feel
more confident.
Communication Café has helped improve my speaking skills. This gave me
more confidence. Now, I talk to others. They state that whatever I’ve been
doing to improve has worked and I owe that to Communication Café and Ms.
Travis.
Before Communication Café, I was scared to have phone conversations, but
talking in groups at the Communication Café has helped me to believe in
myself.
I feel like others perceive my speaking ability more positively because now I
sound more confident and I don’t stutter that much as before.
Communication Café has been very helpful for me because I feel more
confident talking in English I my classes. For example, now I’m able to give my
opinion in class and ask questions and I’m not afraid anymore.
My husband always tells me that my English is getting better, that I look more
confident in myself and I’ve improved my pronunciation.
The practice I got from Communication Café has helped me to feel more
confident asking questions or be able to express myself at work and in daily
activities.
Before I came to Communication Café, I was not able to speak English and
express my feelings, but now I have a lot of confidence in speaking.
Communication Café was very helpful for me.
All my professors and friends told me my English has improved a lot especially
in 101 and 104 communication classes.

Communication Café has been very helpful for me in the classroom because I
became able to express my ideas and feelings in the different classes.
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The PDC seeks to highlight the voices of our community.
For this issue, we share the experience of Coach Judi Tehar (interviewed by Moriah Van
Norman, Athletic Director). If you would like to share your experiences or contribute an
interview, please email batesmt@piercecollege.edu or the pdc@piercecollege.edu.
JUDI TERHAR, Head Water Polo & Swim Coach
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I would like to tell you about an incident that changed my life
forever. Sometimes in life we come across a person, event, or
situation that speaks so loudly to our hearts, that we are unable
to ignore the event. It might be a life or death experience. It
could be an exceptional person. It might even be an interaction
between a mother and daughter, father and son, or any number
of things. For me, it was an event that took place in 1977 at
California State University Northridge.
I was offered a scholarship to compete on the swim team at
CSUN in 1977. I loved working out doubles from 6:00-8:00am
and 6:00-8:00pm daily. Since I had been on a swim team since
1966 you could say that swimming was my life. It was all I knew from an early age and I
loved everything about being in the water. I could leave all the pressures of life and escape
into the pool and take my mind anywhere I wanted it to go. I also had been blessed with
excellent health, which I took for granted on a daily basis. That was until I needed
shoulder surgery and discovered that not only would I lose my scholarship, but my ability
to swim at all. My place of refuge and solace was gone.
This situation brings me to the story that changed me forever. Since I was no longer
working out four hours in the pool and one hour in the weight room daily, I had lots of
time on my hands. And so I began going to the physical education classroom where all of
the disabled students went for exercise. As I stood in the doorway of that classroom I was
utterly amazed at what I saw. There were probably 20 able bodied students caring for 20
students with disabilities one on one. Dr. Sam Britten the teacher of the class was on the
floor holding the hands of a man in a wheelchair who was shaking uncontrollably. He
wanted to be eye level with his student and to keep the man from needing to twist his
neck upward simply to maintain a conversation. His compassion was like something I had
never seen.
A woman saw my eyes well up with tears as I quickly turned to walk away, embarrassed
by my emotions and not certain what to say. She said, "Hi, my name is Margie and I was
wondering if I could help you?" I wiped my tears and to my surprise I blurted out, "That
man reminds me of what it would have been like when Jesus lived on this earth." From
that moment on I would begin a relationship with Margie and Dr. Britten that has spanned
over 40 years.
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That encounter caused me to evaluate my life. I felt so selfish and preoccupied with my life
as a college student. I asked myself difficult questions. What was I living for? Who was I
living for? What is the purpose of life? Why am I here and what am I doing? One
encounter, watching a man full of compassion, caused all of these intense feelings and
questions. From that experience I changed my major, changed my priorities, and found
the answer to all those questions. I still love the water, but it is not my life. And now much
older and wiser, I have a refuge and solace that will never end.
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Today Health
my inaugural
Harry
Associate
and Kinesiology
Professor
Potter as literature upper
Pierce College
divisionHills,
college
Woodland
CA course

concluded. This class has been

often we speak of the degree
one of the most rewarding
the title
experiences
of my teaching
the
school
the
prestige
career. I have never been

and touched
by so
allmoved
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souls. Needless to
without "doing the data"
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the class at our conclusion.
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"to
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from"students hand
One
Thanks Dad.
painted this class portrait of
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signed it as an end of the year
gift. I have never been more
sure that I am doing what I
was meant to do.
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Pierce library continuously
updates their communal
white board with questions
about history, current
events, or services students
would enjoy. Their social
media sites are also current
and engaging for our
students and feature up-todate news stories.
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BRAVO, PERFORMING ARTS DEPARTMENT
As the culminating event of the ONE CAMPUS-ONE BOOK
PROJECT,

the Performing Arts Department achieved a

stunning event, birthed from their own creative vision
and hard work; “Inspirations of the Human Spirit from
Around the World” was a unique performance insofar
as this talented department developed their very own
script, seamlessly integrating Malala’s fight for justice
with the voices of leaders throughout the world.
The hard work of fusing music, voices, and acting
triumphed into a meaningful experience for the
audience. We are especially thankful for the dedication
of the following individuals: the Performing Arts
Department Chair, Michael Gend, trained student actors
to inhabit the diverse experiences of community
visionaries without missing a beat; Dr. Wendy Mazon,
the incredibly talented conductor, envisioned and
initiated this inspirational project of sight and sound,
then led the orchestra in a celebration of music around
the world; she even commissioned a unique piece by
Christin Hablewitz, who expressly honored Malala
through rhythm. Meanwhile, Garineh Avakian-Akkus,
accompanied by Dr. Cassie Nickols, conducted the
Pierce College choir, leading the students’ voices into
beautiful harmonies (and sometimes, we could even
discern Dr. Avakian-Akkus’ voice effortlessly embody
the most challenging notes).
T HE PDC

T HA NK S T HI S D E P A R T M E NT F O R U SI NG T H E I R T ALE NT T O T E AC H AN D D E LI G HT .

PDC 2018

DIVERSITY WISH LIST / OPPORTUNITIES TO SERVE:

CONTACTS:
DISTRICT OFFICE OF DIVERSITY
PROGRAMS:
GENE LITTLE,
Director of Diversity Programs

ALL ARE WELCOME ________________________________

PDC invites all members of our community to participate. We
meet from 11:15-12:30 every second Thursday of the month
in the International Student Conference Room (i.e., second
floor of Student Service Building). Right now, we are trying
to build a taskforce for homeless and low-income students.
In particular, we have a VOTING member positions open in
the following areas: a) Special Student Services; b) Staff
Representative.
The PDC promotes diversity / equity awareness on campus
and contributes to activities and programs that honor this
diversity. Some of our projects include Pierce’s One CampusOne Book Project with the Library, the B.R.A.V.E Program
with ASO, Campus Awareness (PDC publications), Homeless
and Low-Income Student Task Force, ESL Conversation Café,
and International Student Advocacy & Support.

OFFICE OF DIVERSITY PROGRAMS
Phone: (213) 891-2317 or
(213) 891-2315
diversityprograms@laccd.edu

PIERCE DIVERSITY COMMITTEE
MICHAEL HABATA, CO-CHAIR
DR. JOSE VARGAS, CO-CHAIR
JUAN CARLOS ASTORGA,
SANCTUARY TEAM LEADER
MARIA BATES,
NEWSLETTER TEAM LEADER
LARA CONRADY-WONG
ASO AND BRAVE TEAM LEADER
MITA DESAI

In addition to these projects, we also actively support other
campus events: Sanctuary / Undocumented Students, the
Health Department’s Film on campus assault, Safe Zone
training for LGBTQ students, and Faculty Training during the
Fall Convocation and Spring Break-Out sessions.

MYLO EGIPCIACO

If you have a project or event you would like us to support,
please contact pdc@piercecollege.edu.

MARCELA PORTILLO
FIRST YEAR STUDENT EXPERIENCE

PDC NEWSLETTER CONTENT
WANTED_______________________________________

LORALYN MC DONALD FREDERICK
SALLY KASSAMANIAN
KAREN MORAN

ANAFE ROBINSON,
TASK FORCE LEADER, HOMELESS
STUDENTS

PDC welcomes submissions for our future newsletters. We
are requesting the following materials (on topics of
diversity):

LORI TRAVIS
COMMUNICATION CAFÉ TEAM LEADER

Reflections / flyers of events / example of faculty or student
work / reflections-reactions-questions / case studies in
equity / reviews of books or movies / articles with
permission to reprint / best practices / concerns / creative
endeavors / art – infographs – quotations… / info about new
programs / info about changes in laws or policies / resources

LISA VALDEZ,
OCOB TEAM LEADER

SHIGUERU TSUHA

MORIAH VAN NORMAN
STUDENT ATHLETES
SHAHEEN VAZ
ABIGAIL WATSON,
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS TEAM LEADER

